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Tuesday, July  4. 2023

Derek Johnson is RattleTrap 1776, on Independence Day.

Derek Johnson is RattleTrap 1776 &#127482;&#127480;, on Independence Day.

RattleTrap 1776 &#127482;&#127480;, 7/4/23 5:37 PM UTC

Remember the ‘Reason for the Season’… today you’ll see a lot of posts from people who will misconstrue or attempt to
rewrite History as many have sought to do.

Our Nation was founded in the MIDDLE of a Revolutionary WAR. 

The Founders kicked off the war on April 19, 1775, at the Battle of Lexington and Concord. 

Then founded the Army on June 14, 1775. 

Then founded the War Articles (first Military Law / Regulations) on June 30, 1775. 

Then founded the Navy on October 13, 1775.

Then founded the Continental Marine Corps on November 10, 1775.

Then founded the first Flag, the Grand Union Flag, on December 3, 1775.

War, Military establishment, and Military Law and Regulations establishment, LONG before the Declaration.

Then came the Declaration of Independence.  Just let that phrase marinate.  The Founders declaring Independence…

Then went back on battlefield and fought 7 more years. 

Then came the Congress swearing in the United States Flag, the new Stars and Stripes Flag, not Grand Union Flag
anymore, on June 14, 1777, the 2 year Birthdate of the Army.  No coincidence.  51 days later, it flew in the bloodiest
battle of the Revolutionary War at Fort Schuyler in the Battle of Oriskany. 

Then came the first Constitution, the Articles of Confederation, November 15, 1777.

Then 10 years later the new Constitution was drafted and finished on September 17, 1787, but did not go into use until
1789.

If you read the Declaration of Independence… it always reads in future tense.  And SPECIFICALLY gives WE THE
PEOPLE the right to:

“When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have
connected them with another, and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which
the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.--That to secure these rights,
Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, --That whenever
any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to
institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them
shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness.”
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Read that last part again… 

“…whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to
abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such
form”…

ANY Form of Government…

Becomes destructive of THESE ends…

It is the Right (R is capitalized) of the People (P is capitalized)…

To ALTER or to ABOLISH it… 

And institute NEW Government…

Laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its power… 

Such Principles &#128073;&#127995; the Foundation &#128073;&#127995; the very premise of what gave us this day.

And…

“But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them
under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for
their future security.”

&#128073;&#127995; it is THEIR right

&#128073;&#127995; it is THEIR duty

&#128073;&#127995; To throw off such Government 

&#128073;&#127995; To PROVIDE new Guards 

&#128073;&#127995; for THEIR future security 

And unfortunately, you can get on MANY platforms of Liberals and watch them misconstrue, misquote, and
COMPLETELY destroy the true meaning of the words and phrases into their agendas. 

As they’ve done for too long and too many years, and now we have a large portion of people who have NO CLUE the
true history and Foundation. 

That’s why it looks the way it does and it’s going to be a fight to SAVE AMERICA.

RattleTrap 1776 &#127482;&#127480;, 7/4/23 5:37 PM UTC

We must PROTECT the Foundation… and stop all of those misconstruing and trying to change and rewrite the meaning
and history of this great Nation. 

I’m not reinventing the wheel here.  I took the CURRENT Laws and Orders put into place that outline a blueprint of the
Military Occupancy and Continuity of Government. 

The Federal Continuity Directives outline two major bullets: Devolution and Reconstitution. 

The two canopy Directives were issued January 17, 2017, and June 13, 2017.  The most recent was issued April 2023. 

If they don’t mean anything, why was the most recent issued April 2023 and the most RECENT piece of Legislation and
Law inside it, says: “consistent with Executive Order 13961,” which is CIC Trump’s: Federal Mission Resilience
Strategy? &#129325;
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Everyone has literally been watching a shadow government under a Military Occupancy found in the Law of War Manual
while the government is under a Continuity of Operations Plan found in all of the 7 FCD issuances with an emphasis on
Devolution and Reconstitution. 

It’s an epic, Biblical, Monumental, and Historical Special Operation… all written in Laws and Orders being carried out
and enforced…

People want to know how to get more involved… you cannot get involved if you don’t know the Framework of what’s
been in place and was put in place &#129335;&#127997;&#8205;&#9794;&#65039;

You have to know what you’re fighting for &#128175;&#127482;&#127480;

PDF:  Derek Johnson is RattleTrap 1776 &#127482;&#127480;, on Independence Day. PDF

 

 Inlagd av LegeNet Holistisk detektivbyrå i Folkresning, Andligt uppvaknande, Mänskliga
rättigheter, USA kl 22:48

Happy 4:th of July!  1776!  "For this good future, there is nothing left for us to do but - each and every one individually - to become
sovereign.  This is the only solution, the only way for people to move into a future full of dignity."  — Stefan Ratzeburg, THE
ESSENCE Part2, "… Dear people of Germany and dear people all over the world!  In a second part, I would like again to briefly
summarise here what it is all about…"
    Anonymt på Jul  4 2023, 23:23

 
 
Maryanne Demasi, PhD Retweeted

Aaron Kheriaty, MD @akheriaty   8:49 PM · Jul 4, 2023 UTC

BREAKING: Court granted our injunction against the government In Missouri v. Biden, forbidding federal officials and agencies from
communicating with social media companies on content.  No accident that judge released the ruling on July 4.

https://storage.courtlistener.com/recap/gov.uscourts.lawd.189520/gov.uscourts.lawd.189520.293.0.pdf

Memorandum Ruling – #293 in Missouri v. Biden (W.D. La., 3:22-cv-01213) –
Memorandum Ruling

(pp. 17-18:  "
      (15)   On April 14, 2021, Slavitt emailed Facebook executive Nick Clegg (“Clegg”) with a message expressing displeasure with
Facebook’s failure to censor Tucker Carlson.  Slavitt stated, “Not for nothing but the last time we did this dance, it ended in an
insurrection.”69  The subject line was “Tucker Carlson anti-vax message.”70  Clegg responded the same day with a detailed report
about the Tucker Carlson post, stating that the post did not qualify for removal under Facebook policy but that the video was being
labeled with a pointer to authoritative COVID-19 information, not being recommended to people, and that the video was being
“demoted.”71 
      After Brian Rice (“Rice”) of Facebook forwarded the same report on the Tucker Carlson post to Flaherty on April 14, 2021,
Flaherty responded to Rice wanting a more detailed explanation of why Facebook had not removed the Tucker Carlson video and
questioning how the video had been “demoted” since there were 40,000 shares.72  Flaherty followed up six minutes later alleging
Facebook provided incorrect information through Crowd Tangle.73 
      Two days later, on April 16, 2021, Flaherty demanded immediate answers from Facebook regarding the Tucker Carlson video.74 
Facebook promised to get something to him that night.  Facebook followed up on April 21, 2021, with an additional response in regard
to an apparent call from Flaherty (“thanks for catching up earlier”).75  Facebook reported the Tucker Carlson content had not violated
Facebook’s policy, but Facebook gave the video a 50% demotion for seven days and stated that it would continue to demote the
video.76 (16)
")

Once a government is committed to the principle of silencing the voice of opposition, it has only one place to go, and that is down the
path of increasingly repressive measures, until it becomes a source of terror to all its citizens and creates a country where everyone
lives in fear.  — Harry S. Truman
 
 
2x1 landscape PDF of the above court injunction, click.
 
 
    Anonymt på Jul  5 2023, 09:50
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Doctors Appeal,
Läkaruppropet, 7/4/23 11:04 AM UTC

The world is in the midst of a paradigm shift.  With the advent of printing, the church lost power.  Now, in the transition from industrial
society to the digital/information society, it is politics, big business, media and academia that are under threat.  The power elite defend
the prevailing narrative tooth and nail, but by…

1.  … increasingly absurd proposals: recently, the European Commission signed an agreement with Pfizer, whose mRNA vaccine
probably killed millions of people, to supply 325 million vaccine doses for a future global health crisis,

2.  … constant demonisation of critics: e.g. the epithet "anti-vaxxers" was applied to the January conference of the Läkaruppropet by
the Swedish Security Police in a recent report; Sweden's highest-ranking regional politician said about the same conference that she
did not attend a Russian-funded anti-vaccine conference, not a single digit right in that statement,

3.  … classic projection, when they claim that critics are disinforming, it is in fact a perfect example of misdirection on their part: the
Swedish Public Health Agency repeated at the weekly press conferences during the first 14 months of vaccination against C19 as a
mantra that the vaccines were safe and effective, despite the fact that official statistics from the Swedish Medical Products Agency
showed the opposite, during the first year of vaccination, 2021, 90,732 suspected adverse reactions were reported for the three C19
vaccines, compared to the normal annual average of ~8000 reports of suspected adverse reactions for all ~25,000 pharmaceutical
substances and vaccines in Sweden.

Swedish version of the Telegram:

Läkaruppropet, 7/4/23 10:57 AM UTC

Världen står mitt i ett paradigmskifte.  När boktryckarkonsten kom så tappade kyrkan makten.  Nu i övergången från industrisamhället
till den digitala eran/informationssamhället är det politiken, storföretagen, media och akademin som är hotade.  Makteliten försvarar
det rådande narrativet med näbbar och klor, men genom…

 1.  … alltmer absurda förslag: nyligen skrev EU-kommissionen under att avtal med Pfizer, vars mRNA-vaccin sannolikt dödat miljoner
människor, om att de ska kunna leverera 325 miljoner vaccindoser inför en framtida global hälsokris,

 2.  … konstant demonisering av kritiker: t.ex. tillförs de epitetet anti-vaxxare, användes om Läkaruppropets januarikonferens av
Säkerhetspolisen i nyligen utgiven rapport; Sveriges högst uppsatta regionpolitiker sa angående samma konferens att hon inte
besökte en ryskfinansierad antivaccinkonferens, inte en siffra rätt i det uttalandet,

 3.  … klassisk projicering, när de hävdar att kritiker desinformerar är det i själva verket ett klockrent exempel på vilseledning från
deras sida: den svenska Folkhälsomyndigheten upprepade på de veckovisa presskonferenserna under de första 14 månaderna av
vaccinering mot C19 som ett mantra att vaccinen var säkra och effektiva, trots att officiell statistik från Läkemedelsverket visade det
motsatta, under det första året med vaccinering, 2021, rapporterades det in 90 732 misstänkta biverkningar för de tre C19-vaccinen,
att jämföra med det normala årliga snitt på ~8000 rapporter om misstänkta biverkningar för samtliga ~25 000 läkemedelssubstanser
och vaccin i Sverige.
 
 
    Anonymt på Jul  5 2023, 11:50

    Anonymt på Jul  5 2023, 12:50

 
RattleTrap 1776 &#127482;&#127480;, This Operation is for humanity, ridding the world of evil in many facets.  Undeclared wars &
War Powers Resolution. 
 
This Operation is for humanity  2x1 landscape PDF version. 
 
This Operation is for humanity  HTML version. 
 
    Anonymt på Jan 30 2024, 17:59

 
LegeNet, 2/1/24 12:00 AM UTC   https://t.me/realLegeNet/62583 
 
commonlawcourt.com__Court-Order-20th-January-2024-rfs__2x1__landscape.pdf 
 
Court Orders for the International Common Law Court 
Convened on the 20 January 2024 
 
Cruinn House 
1 Wurzburg Court Dundee 
D02 1 FB 
 
Dated 26th January 2024 
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https://commonlawcourt.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Court-Order-20th-January-2024-rfs.pdf 
 
Here rendered in 2x1 landscape similar to how viewed at  https://commonlawcourt.com/ 
 
 
"The Plaintiff stated "that in his opinion this case was probably the most important case that had come before the Common Law Court
as it was addressing the largest crime that has been perpetrated against the people in history, and that this had been happening
internationally for hundreds of years." 
 
This court case was required to address the position of living men, living women and the issue of slavery. 
 
The Plaintiff then explained that while he admired the existing statutory system, he confirmed that it was no longer fit for purpose as
the system was run for profit, it did not provide a lawful remedy and that it was being run by criminals." 
 
 
LegeNet, 2/1/24 12:00 AM UTC   https://t.me/realLegeNet/62584 
In reply to LegeNet 
 
 
Court Orders for the International Common Law Court 
Convened on the 20 January 2024   &#9643;&#65039; 
 
https://commonlawcourt.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/Court-Order-20th-January-2024-rfs.pdf 
 
 
p. 17 (p. 9 in 2x1 landscape PDF): 
 
7)  Marco Buschmann (acting as the Federal Minister of Justice, Gottingen, Germany) has been found guilty of committing the above
crimes, numbered 1 to 21 above.  against the people and has unlawfully targeted Reiner Fuellmich.  Marco Buschmann is now
required to pay Reiner Fuellmich the sum of £99,000 for his kidnapping and unlawful detention and a further £25,000 for his
psychological torture. 
 
8)  Stefan Studenroth (acting as the Senior Public Prosecutor, Gottingen, Germany) has been found guilty of committing the above
crimes, numbered 1 to 21 above, against the people and has unlawfully targeted Reiner Fuellmich.  Stefan Studenroth is now
required to pay Reiner Fuellmich the sum of £99,000 for his kidnapping and unlawful detention and a further £25,000 for his
psychological torture. 
 
 
pp. 19-20 (p. 10 in 2x1 landscape PDF): 
 
6.  A further order is issued to confirm the following: 
 
I.  That the German authorities are required to release Reiner Fuellmich immediately from the German prison, that he is currently
being held in. 
II.  The German authorities are required to repatriate Reiner Fuellmich to the destination of his choice when released.  The
Defendants are also liable for any costs involved. 
III.  The Defendants are also required to issue new passports for both Reiner and Inka Fuellmich, if required. 
IV.  The Defendants are required to unfreeze all accounts and assets immediately, belonging to Reiner Fuellmich and Inka Fuellmich. 
V.  The Defendants are to ensure the reinstatement of Reiner Fuellmich's position and statutory (license for practicing law, should he
require it. 
VI.  The named Defendants in relation to this issue are to be removed from office. 
 
7.  A further order is issued to confirm that if the United Nations does not assist with the enforcement of these courts' orders, then the
United Nations Declaration on Human Rights (1948) should be torn up and the United Nations as a body should be terminated as
they are not fit for purpose. 
 
In the event that these orders are not complied with, the International Common Law Court may take further action against the
individuals concerned, to enforce its decisions. 
 
 
LegeNet, 2/1/24 12:13 AM UTC   https://t.me/realLegeNet/62584 
In reply to LegeNet 
 
As I see it, military could help make sure enforcement is not ignored. 
 
 
LegeNet, 2/1/24 1:22 AM UTC   https://t.me/realLegeNet/62592 
Forwarded from RattleTrap 1776 &#127482;&#127480;, 1/31/24 2:29 AM UTC 
 
On the podcast last night.  I mentioned 3 manuals. 
 
Here’s one of those: 
 
https://armypubs.army.mil/epubs/DR_pubs/DR_a/pdf/web/ARN19354_FM%206-27%20_C1_FINAL_WEB_v2.pdf 
 
 
{ … 2x1 rendering of the same … } 
 
 
LegeNet, 2/1/24 1:22 AM UTC   https://t.me/realLegeNet/62593 
Forwarded from RattleTrap 1776 &#127482;&#127480;, 1/31/24 2:38 AM UTC 
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Here’s another.  Counterinsurgency 3-24.  April 2018.  &#129761;&#128002;&#127482;&#127480; 
 
https://www.jcs.mil/Portals/36/Documents/Doctrine/pubs/jp3_24.pdf 
 
 
{ … 2x1 rendering of the same … } 
 
 
LegeNet, 2/1/24 1:22 AM UTC   https://t.me/realLegeNet/62594 
Forwarded from RattleTrap 1776 &#127482;&#127480;, 1/31/24 2:50 AM UTC 
 
Here’s the 3rd. 
 
Asymmetric Warfare.  December 2018.  &#129761;&#128002;&#127482;&#127480; 
 
https://www.awg.army.mil/Portals/43/Documents/AWG%20Journal%20v3n2_FINAL_web_v3.pdf?ver=2019-03-29-105823-923 
 
 
{ … 2x1 rendering of the same … } 
 
 
LegeNet, 2/1/24 1:22 AM UTC   https://t.me/realLegeNet/62599 
Forwarded from RattleTrap 1776 &#127482;&#127480;, 1/31/24 4:21 PM UTC 
 
This is an excellent read about the War Powers Act of 1973 straight from Government Information dot GOV
&#128293;&#128002;&#127482;&#127480; 
 
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-HPREC-DESCHLERS-V3/pdf/GPO-HPREC-DESCHLERS-V3-4-3-2.pdf 
 
 
{ … 2x1 rendering of the same … } 
 
    Anonymt på Feb  1 2024, 02:22

 
RattleTrap 1776 &#127482;&#127480;, In December 2016, Global Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability Act, was signed into law. 
 
2x1 landscape PDF. 
 
"The Occupation is telling Americans they’re in an unprecedented time period &#128073;&#127995; which tells us to buckle up
buttercups, it’s about to get even more fun headed to the Final Battle &#128002;" 
 
    Anonymt på Mar 12 2024, 20:35

 
Derek Johnson aka. RattleTrap 1776 &#127482;&#127480; ( https://x.com/rattletrap1776 / https://truthsocial.com/@derekjohnson /
https://t.me/rattletrap1776 ) points us to 
CGSC   MG   MILITARY GOVERNMENT   LIBRARY ARMY WAR COLLEGE   CAHLISLE BARRACKS, PA. 
"This text is approved for resident and extension-course instruction at The Command and General Staff College only.  It reflects the
current thought of this College and conforms to printed Department of the Army doctrine as closely as possible.  Development and
progress render such doctrine continuously subject to change." 
COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE   Fort Leavenworth, Kansas   1 July 1949 
Form Approved   OMB No. 0704-0188 
 
 
LegeNet, 4/6/24 12:36 AM UTC   https://t.me/realLegeNet/67974 
Forwarded from RattleTrap 1776 &#127482;&#127480;, 4/5/24 10:37 PM UTC   https://t.me/rattletrap1776/7952 
 
This is the best read… &#128175;  Lieutenant Colonel Bosi and I have touched on this before, so, it’s a great piece to bring back with
all the new followers. 
 
The number one thing people need to throw out of their minds and heads: dates. 
 
The Constitution is relevant at 1787… 
 
This key piece of Military Government is at 1949. 
 
Most Legislation is always upgraded on the Gov sites and the old material either removed or only searchable via Google. 
 
Military Laws, Order, and Publications, operate the same way on dot Mil sites and searchable depending on what it was. 
 
There’s a drove of people who hear something about the National Guard let’s say on today, and think there’s a new Order in place for
that movement or action… 
 
And will say… Executive Order 13912 was 4 years ago! 
 
Doesn’t matter. 
 
It was already under a Military Occupation and COOP outlined with Chapter 12 of the Law of War Manual and the Capitulation Tour
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by 45 and the Federal Continuity Directives 1 and 2 with operational dates 2018-2022 and 2020-2024 in the Federal Register dot
Gov. 
 
Then the Declaration of War in the War Powers Act of 1973 on December 20, 2019. 
 
Then the Proclamation 9994 with National Emergency and Executive Order 13912 and 13919. 
 
There’s a difference in Executive Orders and Executive Orders with National Emergencies. 
 
“Biden” wouldn’t be extending 11 National Emergencies by CIC Trump for nothing, but especially what they’re all about. 
 
Polar opposite views of 45. 
 
And MANY are still failing to understand and comprehend that the War Powers Act of 1973 is where a President declares war. 
 
Title 50 Chapter 33 Section §1621. 
 
Title 50 Chapter 33 Section §1701. 
 
Why is there a declaration in §1550 of Title 50 Chapter 33? 
 
All of those EOs with NE’s must be: 
 
1. Revised 
2. Revoked 
3. Rescinded 
4. Resolved 
 
Or no action at all in the 2-year clause of automatic termination. 
 
Which makes even more ZERO sense why “Biden” would extend those past that automatic termination. 
 
Now enjoy this read, especially pages 12-14. 
 
&#128526;&#128002;&#127482;&#127480; 
 
https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/tr/pdf/ADA606156.pdf 
 
 
( Above also posted 10:45 PM · Apr 5, 2024 UTC from West Palm Beach, FL on  
https://x.com/rattletrap1776/status/1776380681091719216  &  Apr 05, 2024, 10:46 PM UTC on  
https://truthsocial.com/@derekjohnson/posts/112221040896783409 . ) 
 
 
{ … 2x1 rendering of the above PDF … } 
 
    Anonymt på Apr  6 2024, 02:36

 
I see a whole lot of potential in this together with the 17 U.S. bases in Sweden and other parts of this document where it even applies
to being invited to the country.  — LegeNet. 
 
 
CGSC   MG   MILITARY GOVERNMENT   LIBRARY ARMY WAR COLLEGE   CAHLISLE BARRACKS, PA. 
"This text is approved for resident and extension-course instruction at The Command and General Staff College only.  It reflects the
current thought of this College and conforms to printed Department of the Army doctrine as closely as possible.  Development and
progress render such doctrine continuously subject to change." 
COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE   Fort Leavenworth, Kansas   1 July 1949 
Form Approved   OMB No. 0704-0188 
 
 … 
 
Print page 19: 
 
Section V 
MILITARY GOVERNMENT FUNCTIONS 
 
 … 
 
Print page 22: 
 
21.  ESTABLISHMENT OF COURTS AND ADMINISTRATION OF LAW.—Military governors exercise authority over the courts and
other legal agencies of occupied territory.  Military government units are charged with exercising supervision of courts and legal
agencies. 
      a.  Basic planning data for establishment of courts and administration law include— 
            (1)  The methods and forms for administering justice, including formal law, tribal customs, and traditions. 
            (2)  Organization and reliability of the civil courts- in which offenses committed by civilians may be tried. 
            (3)  The provisions of the legal statutes, particularly any which the occupier may desire to change. 
      b.  Military government staff sections.—(1)  Recommend the types of military government courts to be established and the types
of units which 
will establish and administer them. 
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            (2)  Recommend policies and procedures concerning the restric- 
 
Print page 23: 
 
                   tions to be imposed on local criminal and civil courts as to jurisdiction over people, cases, and areas. 
            (3)  Recommend policies and procedures for supervision of members of the bar. 
            (4)  Recommend modifications or suspension of local criminal and civil laws to carry out national policy as expressed in
directives from the next higher command echelon. 
            (5)  Advise the commander and other staff officers on all legal aspects of the occupation. 
            (6)  Review records of trial. 
            (7)  Perform staff supervision of military government courts and civilian courts. 
      c.  Military government units.—(1)  Establish military government courts in accordance with approved procedures. 
            (2)  Prosecute civilian offenders against military personnel and military government ordinances and orders. 
            (3)  Supervise civilian courts in accordance with approveq procedures. 
            (4)  Recommend desired changes in courts or procedures to responsible commanders. 
      d.  Commanders having responsibility for military government.—(1)  Approve and promulgate policies, procedures, and changes
in laws. 
            (2)  Exercise or delegate authority to appoint military government courts. 
            (3)  Review sentences of military government courts appointed by them. 
      e.  Staff judge advocates.—(1)  Advise the commander, and his staff, and military government officers concerning courts and
laws. 
            (2)  Review proceedings of military government courts when directed by commanders. 
 
 … 
 
    Anonymt på Apr  6 2024, 21:09

 
När underrättelsetjänsterna konspirerar för att skada folket, vad är det om inte en kriminell konspiration?  Varför skulle de kunna begå
brott mot mänskligheten utan straffpåföljd? 
 
 
LegeNet, 4/8/24 7:02 PM UTC   https://t.me/realLegeNet/68118 
In reply to LegeNet 
 
[ File : Reiner_Fuellmich_Team…Bombshell_Evidence__2x1__landscape.pdf ] 
 
One huge Transnational Organized Crime / Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization (RICO) syndicate.  EO 13818 — Blocking
the Property of Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights Abuses and Corruption relevant for taking them all down. 
 
 
https://celiafarber.substack.com/p/reiner-fuellmich-team-have-found?publication_id=257742&post_id=143262595&isFreemail=true&r=
b8lla&triedRedirect=true 
 
 
Reiner Fuellmich Team Have Found Bombshell Evidence Of A Dossier Showing Conspiracy To Take Him Out Of His Profession 
Elsa Reports 
 
Celia Farber 
Apr 04, 2024 
 
CRUCIAL DOSSIER. DOSSIER REINER FUELLMICH. Comprehensive analysis and recommendations for dealing with Reiner
Fuellmich. 
 
On Reiner’s first court appearance after the long Easter break, he and his legal team made what can easily be termed bombshell -
that there has been a Dossier Reiner Fuellmich from the German state with the express purpose to take him out, notably out of any
possibility of gaining a position in the political arena. 
 
 
Here as 2x1 landscape a PDF 
 
 
LegeNet, 4/8/24 7:02 PM UTC   https://t.me/realLegeNet/68119 
In reply to LegeNet 
 
[ File : Dossier_Reiner_Fuellmich_en__2x1__landscape.pdf ] 
 
English translation of the Reiner Füllmich Dossier in 2x1 landscape PDF rendering, from  https://t.me/bitteltv/25829 ,  where many
other language translations are also available. 
 
    Anonymt på Apr  8 2024, 21:02

 
http://blog.lege.net/content/A_new_statement_by_Dr_Reiner_Fuellmich 
_on_the_latest_events_in_the_court_proceedings_before_the_Gottingen_Regional_Court 
_and_on_current_world_events__16th_day_of_proceedings_June_10__2024/ 
 
 
A new statement by Dr. Reiner Fuellmich on the latest events in the court proceedings before the Göttingen Regional Court and on
current world events. &#127758;&#128161;&#128238;&#128172;&#128227; 
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But first: 
 
 
LegeNet, 6/17/24 1:40 PM UTC   https://t.me/realLegeNet/72697 
Forwarded from W&#949; &#945;r&#949; Gr&#949;&#949;&#954; - what‘s your Superpower ?, 6/11/24 7:09 PM UTC  
https://t.me/wearegreeekja/542 
 
TRANSLATION TRIAL REPORT &#127482;&#127480;/&#127468;&#127463;/&#127469;&#127474; 
 
Newsflash on the 16th day of proceedings in the Reiner Füllmich case at Göttingen Regional Court on June 10, 2024 
 
Life jacket 
 
Today's 16th day of proceedings in the Reiner Füllmich case at Göttingen Regional Court has so far been characterized by a large
contingent of police and security forces and precautions. 
 
During Reiner Füllmich's transport from the prison to the court building, which was accompanied by armed security officers and
escorted by several large vehicles, he was also shackled. 
 
According to the defense, a bulletproof vest was also discussed. 
We can only speculate as to why this happened and why the large contingent was deployed at Göttingen District Court. 
 
The trial began with the defense reading out a 15-page motion of bias against, correction: the presiding judge (not as originally
written: “the chamber”). 
 
This was followed by motions for evidence by lawyer Dr. Christof Miseré and a statement of his own which he read out. We will see
how things develop after the lunch break. 
 
The auditorium is full and interest is high. If further information is available from the courtroom, we will use it and share it with you. 
 
The motion to recuse the defense lawyer Katja Wörmer will be made available to us for publication, as well as the other attachments. 
 
@wearegreeekja 
 
 
LegeNet, 6/17/24 1:40 PM UTC   https://t.me/realLegeNet/72698 
Forwarded from W&#949; &#945;r&#949; Gr&#949;&#949;&#954; - what‘s your Superpower ?, 6/11/24 7:14 PM UTC  
https://t.me/wearegreeekja/543 
 
TRANSLATION TRIAL REPORT &#127482;&#127480;/&#127468;&#127463;/&#127469;&#127474; Part 2 
 
On the 16th day of proceedings in the Reiner Füllmich case at Göttingen Regional Court on June 10, 2024 
 
Will to live 
 
After the lunch break on the 16th day of the trial in the case of Dr. Reiner Füllmich before the Göttingen Regional Court, the motions
to extend the deadline for the motions for evidence were initially rejected with reservations. 
 
Lawyer Katja Wörmer had requested a short break due to illness and had to leave the session after the lunch break. 
 
No further motions or statements were then made by the defense. 
 
Dr. Reiner Füllmich filed a motion for clarification on the background of the increased and massive security precautions for today's
trial, including transport under supervision, officers armed with machine guns and additional ankle cuffs, plus the mention that a
bulletproof vest might also have to be considered for a possible exchange of fire. 
He expects the chamber to answer his questions and he also expressly stated that he was not suicidal. 
 
The next day of the hearing will take place - subject to reservation - on 12.06.2024. 
 
@wearegreeekja 
 
 
LegeNet, 6/17/24 1:40 PM UTC   https://t.me/realLegeNet/72699 
Forwarded from Reiner Fuellmich &#127482;&#127480;/&#127468;&#127463;/&#127462;&#127482;, 6/16/24 6:57 PM UTC  
https://t.me/ReinerFuellmichEnglish/1413 
 
 
                { Click above for video. } 
 
  Duration: 00:12:09.49, 1280x720 
Transcoded Size:  15 MiB / 14 953 235 bytes 
 
 
A new statement by Dr. Reiner Fuellmich on the latest events in the court proceedings before the Göttingen Regional Court and on
current world events. &#127758;&#128161;&#128238;&#128172;&#128227; 
 
#freeReiner 
 
&#10036;&#65039;&#10035;&#65039;&#10036;&#65039;&#10035;&#65039;&#10036;&#65039;&#10035;&#65039; 
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@icic_law_official 
@icic_law_news 
@ReinerFuellmich 
@ReinerFuellmichEnglish 
@ICICommittee22 
@ICICommittee    
www.icic.law 
 
 
{The channel is now run by associates, currently 112,695 subscribers.} 
 
    Anonymt på Jun 17 2024, 15:40
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